Image-guided preparation of the Calot's triangle in laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the most common way to remove the gallbladder nowadays. Compared to open surgery, laparoscopy results in shorter hospital stays, reduced postoperative pain, and smaller incisions. Proper localization of the cystic artery is of great importance in laparoscopic cholecystectomy in order to ensure safe stapling and avoiding injury to the artery. In this study, we evaluate an image-guided method for artery detection. The performance of this method was evaluated in detecting arteries in 35 laparoscopic cholecystectomy patients. This method uses the artery's pulse to distinguish it from veins and biliary ducts. By subtracting the systolic and diastolic images, the change regions are detected and shown on a monitor. In 35 laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedures the method can correctly detect all arteries that are not too deep and can move superficial tissues with zero false-negative and 12% false-positive rates. Using the second mode of the method that needs more time for processing, the false-positive rate decreased to 4% with zero false-negative. The image-guided technique is a sensitive, noninvasive, and cost-effective method to detect arteries in laparoscopic cholecystectomy, even if it is covered with fat or other tissues. It is possible to install the program on any ordinary laparoscopy set and it displays the artery's region on the monitor.